London City Airport
Carbon Management Policy
London City Airport (LCY) is located in East London and serves more than 30 destinations in the UK, Europe and USA
with a focus on business travel. LCY aspires to excellent standards across our business and is committed to ensuring
a site-wide focus on excellent environmental performance. This carbon management policy has been developed to
provide specific responses in order that LCY can manage its carbon performance. A separate environmental policy
has been developed to provide the overarching response to proactive and responsible environmental management.
We commit to:






Understanding those activities of our operation that emit carbon and developing plans to ensure that these
activities are always monitored. From this we can create a strong baseline of information;
Using an independent third party to review and report on our carbon output;
Creating action plans to allow us to effectively reduce our carbon output;
Always considering lower carbon alternatives and using them where it is practical;
Lead by example; we wish to engage other local businesses to engage in environmental good practice.

We will achieve this by:






Understanding how we can control our operations to reduce carbon output;
Setting carbon reduction targets that are challenging and achievable;
Ensuring that all of our employees know the part they can play;
Ensuring that those we work with, our partner organisations as well as our consultants, understand that we
are committed to reducing our carbon output;
Working with airlines to understand their approach to reducing and mitigating the impact of the carbon
emissions of aircraft operations, over which the Airport has no direct control but supports its customers to
continually improve and maintain focus upon.

The delivery of this policy will be led by the Airport Executive Leadership Team.
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